Small satellite image downlink scheduling problem (SSIDSP) is an important part of satellite mission planning. SSIDSP mainly needs to balance how to better match the limited receiving capacity of the ground station with the limited satellite resources. In this paper, regional targets are considered with SSIDSP. We propose a mathematical model that maximizes profit by considering time value and regional targets. A downlink schedule algorithm (DSA) is proposed to complete the task sequence arrangement and generate scheduling results. A heuristic genetic algorithm (HGA) is used to optimize the generated task sequence to achieve higher profit. Three scale test instances are used to test the effectiveness of HGA and DSA. We compare the effect of HGA, basic genetic algorithm (GA), and construction heuristic algorithm. The experimental results proved that the proposed approach ensures the successful completion of observation tasks and is effective for SSIDSP.
Introduction
Since the Soviet Union successfully launched the first man-made earth satellite half a century ago, all countries in the world have begun to explore and use space resources. The use of optical payloads or synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging satellites is an important part of satellites. With the continuous development of satellite technology and applications, people are demanding faster satellite development cycles while demanding lower satellite costs and reduced risks. Small satellite technology was born. A large number of imaging satellites need to send data to a satellite ground station after taking photos and reconnaissance to obtain data. How to complete the image downlink task better has become a hot issue in satellite mission planning and scheduling. At present, the common methods of task scheduling or human intervention task planning with heuristic rules have become increasingly difficult to meet the growing demand for small satellite image downlink, and the downlink of small satellite image will greatly impact the development of imaging satellites.
The small satellite image downlink scheduling problem (SSIDSP) mainly solves the problem of how to better match the limited receiving capacity of the ground station with the limited satellite resources. The limitation on the storage capacity of satellites requires that the picture data obtained should be downlinked as soon as possible; otherwise, the image data will be deleted from the storage. However, the number of ground stations is limited and the downlink tasks could only be performed when the ground stations and satellites establish communication and are visible to each other. The diagram of imaging satellite data downlink tasks is shown in Figure 1 , which vividly demonstrates the satellite operation flow and time progress, respectively. The overall process of photographing and data downlinking is that the imaging satellite photographs the task during T 0 to T 1 . After the satellite completes the attitude maneuver, it downloads the data during T 2 to T 3 . The data transmission task can only begin when the satellite passes the visibility mask of the ground station. If a satellite cannot downlink the data after it has passed through the visible mask of all the ground stations, the task will not meet users' requests.
The image acquisition tasks include point target tasks and regional target tasks. The regional target tasks are generally performed by means of regional segmentation during the observational scheduling, and data obtained is of fragment type. Also, the regional targets require higher standard of data downlink. These data should be easily found and processed by ground stations. In addition, since users' observational requirements are in chronological order, obtaining the data required earlier means that the tasks are completed better. In the following study, we studied the problems considering regional targets and the time value of the data downlink simultaneously.
In recent years, scholars at home and abroad have conducted a series of relevant researches on the issue of downlink scheduling of imaging satellite data. The salient features of SSIDSP are of large demands and the limited resources. This problem is a typical oversubscribed scheduling problem, and it has been proved to be an NP-hard scheduling problem [1] . Also, there are many similarities between the SSIDSP and the multiple knapsack problem [2] . These features provide sufficient theoretical support for the study of SSIDSP.
The multiple knapsack problems are mainly divided into two types: deterministic problems and random problems. Akbar et al. and Qin et al. have analyzed and modeled the deterministic multiple knapsack problems [3, 4] . On the other hand, Gibson et al. and Tönissen et al. have solved the random multiple knapsack problems [5, 6] . The solving methods of multiple knapsack problems include exact solution algorithms, heuristic algorithms, and metaheuristic intelligent optimization algorithms [7] . In a recent study, Wang et al. proved that the branching and cutting methods are effective for quadratic knapsack problem with multiple knapsack constraints [8] . García-Martínez et al. proposed an algorithm that uses tabu search to enhance the efficiency of greedy strategies and proposed a memory-enhanced destruction mechanism for iterated greedy [9] .
The problems of satellite mission scheduling mainly include single-satellite problems and multiple-satellite problems [10] . The difficulties in current research are mainly related to the large number of constraints and problems, so it is necessary to model the problems specifically and solve the problems with special algorithms [11] . Karapetyan et al. have dealt with the downlink scheduling portion of the mission planning operations of Canada's Earth-observing SAR satellite [12] . Donati et al. introduced the autonomous data transmission and scheduling algorithm proposed by the European Space Agency for the Mars Express Mission [13] . Xhafa et al. summarized a family of problems after combing the problems of satellite mission scheduling. Aiming at these problems, they designed heuristic algorithms and GA [14] . Chen et al. used a resource scheduling model that considers task increments to solve the multisatellite data downlink resource scheduling problem through an evolutionary calculation method [15] . Chu et al. constructed a satellite mission scheduling model with time-dependent constraints and proposed a branch-and-bound algorithm to solve this problem accurately [16] . The cloud optimization task optimization 2 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering method can also be used as a method to quickly solve large-scale problems [17] . Imaging satellite mission scheduling and data downlink mission scheduling are two hot topics in the study of satellite mission scheduling. Although the whole task is considered completed after the imaging satellite completes the photographing mission and transmits the mission to the ground station, the reason why we considered the SSIDSP alone is that there are numerous constraints for both two problems stated above. If we considered the overall process of the task, the quality of the scheduling and the efficiency of the algorithm will be negatively affected. At the same time, due to few researches on the integrated problems at present, it is difficult to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the methods proposed. This article focuses on the process of satellite data downlink and does researches on how to make satellites overcome the bottleneck of data downlink to promote the development of this field.
This article analyzed and researched the SSIDSP in imaging satellite mission scheduling. To deal with the SSIDSP, we considered the point target task and the regional target task. In the design of the model, we considered the impact of time value on the profits of the data downlink tasks. The improvement of these two aspects would increase the complexity of the problem than that of the original SSIDSP. To solve this problem, it is necessary to design an effective algorithm to realize the task scheduling and optimization process.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. In the second part, we will carry out a detailed analysis of the SSIDSP and then put forward the model, assumptions, and constraints of the SSIDSP. In the third part, the strategies and algorithms to this problem will be stated in details. To solve the problem, we will propose construction heuristic algorithms, downlink schedule algorithms, and heuristic genetic algorithms (HGA). In the fourth part, we will verify the algorithm with examples and demonstrate the feasibility and validity of the algorithms proposed in the third part. Finally, we will come to a conclusion of the study in the fifth part.
Model
2.1. Description of Variable. Firstly, a description is given for all the variables involved in the SSIDSP studied in this paper, as described in Table 1. 2.2. Problem Description. At present, the research on satellite data downlink planning problems generally studies SIDSP, such as those studied by Karapetyan et al. [12] and Beyer [18] , only considering the target of the target. The research on SSIDSP has not yet existed. The most significant difference between this type of problem and the previous problem is that the addition of regional targets makes the model and constraints increase a lot of new content compared with the SIDSP, and it also increases the difficulty of solving. The SSIDSP is compatible with today's imaging satellite mission planning issues, as regional target observations have become an important class of tasks. This paper considers the small satellite image downlink scheduling problem (SSIDSP) under the condition that the imaging task sequence has been determined. Due to the large number of imaging tasks and data downlink tasks, the number of ground stations and the time that satellites pass over ground stations are limited. The time window through which satellites can transmit data over the ground station is known as the visibility mask of the ground station. The data downlink mission of the imaging satellite must be performed within the visibility masks of the ground station. The satellite data downlink mission scheduling diagram is shown in Figure 2 .
It is worth mentioning that these imaging tasks have time value. For an imaging task, the sooner the work of downloading the data is completed, the higher the profit it will reach. In Time interval between the imaging end time and the data downlink start time 3 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering addition, since imaging tasks include point target imaging tasks and regional target imaging tasks, regional target imaging task downlink must be completed in a single ground station which means a group of regional targets within a visibility mask. Multiple visibility masks or multiple ground stations will result in the loss of imaging data, which means the failure of imaging down tasks in this area. Now we can use mathematical model to describe this problem. First of all, given a set of satellite data downlink tasks, T = PT, RT , which consists of a set of point target tasks PT = pt 1 , pt 2 , … , pt n and a set of regional target tasks RT = rt 1 , rt 2 , … , rt n . Among them, the regional targets can be divided into H groups, and the group K K ∈ H has K H tasks. Each determined point target task and regional target task have a start time of image acquisition st The profit of task depends on the satellite imaging task, which is related to the importance of the task, the length of the imaging, and the size of the occupied. The longer the imaging time, the more important the task, the more the storage leads to more value of profit. In this question, the profit that each task can get is given as a known amount. The deadline of data downlink is DL In order to facilitate the subsequent modeling and solving, we also need to define the related attributes between some tasks. Constrained by the satellite hardware conditions, the data downlink must be started after the imaging is completed. The interval time is defined as it a→d . At the same time, there is also a time interval between the two data downlink tasks, which is defined as it d→d .
In this article, we analyzed the previous research and proposed a model based on the following assumptions: The constraints of data downlink task scheduling are as follows:
(1) The duration of data downlink tasks Dur i is limited by the capacity of satellite data compression. The satellite data compression ratio is α and the data downlink duration is 
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(2) For a data downlink task, the downlink start time and the downlink end time must be displayed in the visibility mask of a ground station
The data downlink task must be returned after the imaging task is completed. The data downlink start time must be later than the data downlink earliest start time, and the data downlink task must be completed before the time limit expires
There is a fixed interval it d→d between two data downlink tasks, and the interval between tasks and tasks must be greater than or equal to it d→d
(5) A data downlink task can be performed at most once, and each task cannot be further divided into several fragments
There is a time interval it a→d between the imaging end time and the data downlink start time. The data downlink task can start the transmission at least after the imaging is completed and the time interval constraint is satisfied 
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So far, we have built a mixed integer programming model for SSIDSP problems and proposed assumptions and constraints. The objective function of this problem is shown in equations (7)- (10), and the constraints are shown in equations (1)- (6) . We give a complete description of the problem. The seventh and eighth points of the constraint description will introduce new variables that have little to do with the scheduling process if they are described in mathematical expressions. Therefore, we only present them in the program part, but not in the problem description section. The mathematical expressions are as follows.
Objective function: 
The three important factors affecting the result of the objective function are as follows: for a data downlink task, whether to perform the data downlink task; the start time of the data downlink task selection; and the visibility mask arrangement of the regional target tasks. Considering the task's time-valued attributes and the regional target's downlink plans, we can guarantee the quality of the objective function.
Methods
This paper proposes three methods for solving the problem containing regional targets of data downlink scheduling for imaging satellite. The downlink schedule algorithm (DSA) will be proposed in Section 3.1. And the heuristic genetic algorithm (HGA) will be given in Section 3.2.
For constrained optimization problems, there are various scheduling solutions to solve them. The simplest solution is to artificially select the tasks in order and insert them into the visibility mask one by one in accordance with the principles of greedy rules. This method is often used without regard to regional goals. When the regional target is considered into downlink missions, the problem becomes more complicated, and the profit of the regional target may affect the final result of the entire model. What is more, although the regional targets can get more profits when they can be downloaded successfully, it will also occupy a lot of ground stations' visibility masks. It may be that this part of the visibility masks left for the other tasks can increase the overall profit. So, numerous constraints, time value of tasks, and regional targets are all factors that need to be considered in the process of calculating profits. Therefore, the addition of these conditions has increased the complexity of the SSIDSP. For the small satellite image downlink scheduling problem, it can also be considered as an optimization a permutation of the downlink requests. It can be converted into a downlink request permutation problem (DRPP). The objective function can also be presented in a way that maximizes the sequence utility function, which is stated as
In the next section, we will first introduce a downlink schedule algorithm to arrange the appropriate position for the task sequence. This algorithm will be used as one of the algorithms in the experimental part comparison. In the experimental part, the standard genetic algorithm also compares with our proposed heuristic genetic algorithm (HGA).
Downlink Schedule Algorithm (DSA)
. DSA is a method we used to get the final data downlink sequences by requesting sequences of the tasks. It is also an algorithm that we need to call repeatedly to calculate the profits of scheduling solutions. In the DSA we proposed, there are two kinds of heuristic rules. We define them as regional target priority rule and greedy heuristic rule. The downlink schedule algorithm also includes a visibility mask reconstruction method and a task filling method. Visibility mask reconstruction method, task filling method, and two heuristic rules will be introduced firstly, and then, the complete flow of the DSA will be given.
3.1.1. Task Filling Method. After a data downlink task is completed, another data downlink task cannot be started immediately. It must satisfy the time interval between tasks that is longer than a certain time interval before the next data downlink task can begin. In order to facilitate the generation of the scheduling scheme afterwards, the task filling method is used to process each data downlink task. The method of filling is to fill in the minimum time interval to the task directly behind each task, see it as a whole, and get a new set of task sequences. The task filling process is shown in Figure 3 . Our subsequent sequence scheduling process is for newly generated task sequences.
From Figure 3 , it can be seen that the filled task sequence can be easily planned and arranged. At the same time, this method makes the sequence more compact, allowing a certain amount of time remaining in the same length of time, placing more data tasks into sequences that can be successfully downlinked.
3.1.2. Visibility Mask Reconstruction Method. Visibility mask reconstruction method can also be referred to as visibility mask clipping. The use of reconstruction methods can achieve the effect of simplifying the constraints and improving the scheduling efficiency. When a data downlink task determines its position in the ground station's visibility masks, this part of the visibility masks has already been used and cannot be used by other data downlink tasks. Therefore, the subsequent sequence scheduling does not make sense for this part of the visibility masks that has already been occupied. We only need to search for those visibility masks that have not yet been occupied by data downlink tasks. The visibility mask reconstruction method is that after a data 6 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering downlink task is successfully arranged, the visibility masks are processed, a new visibility mask sequence is regenerated, and the next downlink task scheduled only need to consider the constraints other than the visibility mask occupation.
3.1.3. Regional Target Priority Rule. The data downlink tasks of regional target include higher profits and have higher requirements for the visibility masks of ground stations. The schematic diagram of the regional target task scheduling using the regional target priority rule to prioritize the planning and scheduling of regional target tasks can improve the success rate of completion of tasks. At the same time, prioritizing the tasks of regional target can reduce the search scope of the visibility masks of ground stations and enhance the planning efficiency of other observation tasks. The use of the regional target priority rule will be determined based on the relationship between the regional target profit and the overall target profit. The determination rule will be given in Section 3.2.1.
Greedy Heuristic Rule.
The greedy heuristic rule requires that the data download task first fill in the earliest available position of the visibility masks, that is, it will arrange the task at the earliest position of the earliest available visibility mask that can be downloaded. Visibility mask resources are far from enough for downlink missions, and more intensive sequence arrangements can yield higher returns. By using greedy heuristic rules, the ground station's visibility mask can be used more compactly. In addition, this method has been shown to obtain optimal solutions in the conventional sequence scheduling problem. We consider the time value of the task. Earlier tasks can get higher value, so we can still satisfy the use of greedy rules to get the best task sequence. Table 1 shows the overall flow of the DSA. After the algorithm is initialized and input, the task is first filled and a new task sequence is generated. After that, when the regional target priority scheduling rules are met, the regional targets are prioritized according to the regional target priority rules; otherwise, plan directly regardless of the target attributes. After executing or skipping the regional target arrangement, the visibility mask is reconstructed and the schedule of the point target downlink tasks is started. Regardless of whether it is a point target or regional target task scheduling, the greedy heuristic rule is used to arrange task sequences. Reconstruct visibility masks after each task scheduling. The algorithm is ended after the last task in the sequence is scheduled.
Heuristic Genetic Algorithm (HGA).
The heuristic genetic algorithm (HGA) is an algorithm for optimizing the data downlink task sequence. The overall structure of the HGA is a combination of heuristic rules and genetic algorithm (GA), proposed for the background of specific problem, to enhance the effect of scheduling and planning. In HGA, we use selection, crossover, and mutated operations to generate offspring. As an improvement, we have abandoned the worst generation of the previous generation to prohibit it from entering the next generation. The overall process of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. These include the following points.
3.2.1. Importance of Regional Targets. Calculating the importance degree of regional targets is an important part of the HGA. The heuristic rule determines whether to implement the regional target priority rule by calculating the importance. The calculation of the regional target importance is determined by calculating the proportion of the time required for the overall downlink of the regional targets to occupy the earliest start time and the latest end time. The formula is shown as Figure 3: Task filling of sequences.
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Calculate the importance degree and compare it with the threshold to decide whether to prioritize the regional targets or plan directly regardless of the target attributes.
Coding.
We use the serial number of the task sequence to encode each individual in the HGA. For each individual, its genetic makeup represents a unique sequence of task requests, and the scheduling and calculation of profits should follow this sequence. During the encoding process, the number of downlink task requests in the sequence must occur at most once and cannot be repeated. Since our optimization process and task scheduling process are separate, there is no need to encode decision variables.
Fitness Function.
The fitness function is calculated using the objective function proposed in Section 2. Each calculation of the fitness function should be generated by the DSA.
Selection.
The selection operation is performed according to the method of roulette wheel selection. When the number of individuals in the population is N, the probability that the individual k with fitness Fit k is selected is shown by
In small satellite image downlink scheduling problem, since the income gap of each scheduling scheme is small and the numerical value is large, the process of increasing the selection pressure is performed.
Offspring Generation.
A new generation of population is mainly accomplished through genetic manipulation, retention of dominant individuals, and elimination of inferior solutions. Genetic manipulation includes crossover operation and mutation operation. The crossover operation uses the partially mapped crossover (PMX) that contains two points. After the crossover is completed, the code repair process is performed to ensure the validity of the individual code. Because of the uniqueness of the individual coding required for the mutation operation, the effect of individual mutation operation is achieved by the two-position code exchange method.
Retention of dominant individuals ensures that the population can always be oriented towards a steady and growing degree of fitness. We chose to retain individuals with the highest degree of fitness to enter the genetic operations of the next generation of populations.
Our heuristic genetic algorithm accepts inferior solutions but abandons the worst individual and regenerates a random task sequence. At the same time, we do not accept the solution after crossover operation and mutation operation worse than the original task sequence. For such a solution, we also abandon it.
3.2.6. Stop Criterion. The stop criterion of the algorithm is determined by the set number of iterations. HGA continues to iterate until it satisfies the stop criterion, outputs the optimal task request sequence and the task arrangement status, and the final profit that can be obtained. In order to overcome the local optimal problem, we introduce a triggering mechanism. This triggering mechanism is a process of regenerating evolution after the objective function value has not been improved for several consecutive generations until the maximum number of executions set by the triggering mechanism is reached.
Analysis of Algorithm.
The complexity of this algorithm is similar to Scharnow study's use of genetic algorithms to solve integer coding ordering problems. For such problems, the expected optimization time of the algorithm is Ω (n 2 ) for each fitness landscape based on the sorting problem [19] . Because HGA is an improvement of the genetic algorithm, it has good convergence. In addition, the triggering mechanism also ensures the global searchability of genetic algorithm.
Genetic algorithms have a good application in sequence scheduling problems. The integer encoding ensures that each task is unique and will not be repeated. Compared with the 0-1 encoding method, the integer encoding method is more suitable for large-scale task scenarios. In the form of integer coding, it is feasible to directly exchange the position of the task number, and the exchange of gene fragments in the individual can greatly increase the diversity of the population. The use of the DSA ensures that the generation plan can be used for execution because the DSA uses task scheduling based on constraint checking to ensure that the current time window of each scheduled time window task is available.
Experimental Analysis
In this section, we verify the downlink schedule algorithm (DSA) and heuristic genetic algorithm (HGA) proposed in Section 3 through experiments. International Journal of Aerospace Engineering practical application needs. They are small-scale missions, medium-scale missions, and large-scale missions. Three kinds of specific scenarios are set for each scale. These scenarios include two types of tasks: downlink task of the regional target and point target. Our task size is chosen to be 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300. For satellite ground station time windows, we gave 22 ground station visibility masks. Our experiments will use these test instances and ground station visibility masks.
Evaluation Indicator.
We have proposed two indicators that are considered from different perspectives. One is the task revenue index considered from the perspective of planning problem quality, and the other is the number of tasks successfully completed in the task request sequence from the quantitative perspective and the task completion percentage index. Combining these two indicators can provide a more comprehensive assessment of the algorithm we proposed in Section 3.
Comparison Algorithm.
Construction heuristic algorithm is a simple and efficient algorithm for solving the downlink problem of satellite data. According to the research of satellite mission planning, this algorithm sets several priority rules for task scheduling and completes the matching of the requested task sequence with the visibility masks of the ground station. This problem has many similarities with the multiple knapsack problem (MKP) and can be considered as one of the MKPs. Therefore, the commonly used heuristic rules for solving the MKP can also be applied to the small satellite image downlink scheduling problem. This kind of scheduling scheme generation algorithm is acceptable because we pay attention to the feasibility and simplicity of the scheduling scheme in the actual application process, and the quality of the solution is only considered afterwards. The sorting criteria for SSIDSP we consider are as follows: shorter data downlink task duration Dur k is preferred. In addition, we also selected the most basic genetic algorithm as a comparison algorithm [18] . In this kind of scheduling problem, the genetic algorithm has a good advantage. The exact algorithm is difficult to solve large-scale problems. Other metaheuristic problems lack research on this kind of problem. Therefore, we have not chosen to compare the exact algorithm and other metaheuristic algorithms.
Our experimental results are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 compares HGA with GA and construction heuristic algorithm. The result of the profit is shown in the table, which is shown as Profit, and the number of successful small satellite image downlink requests, which is shown as SR.
It can be seen from Algorithm 2 that compared with the construction heuristic algorithm, GA and HGA are superior to the construction heuristic algorithm in terms of both the task completion revenue and the number of successfully completed tasks. Then compare the HGA with the GA, we can easily see that the HGA is better than the GA, which has a great relationship with the heuristic rules in the algorithm. The increase in the size of the task makes the effect of heuristic rules effectively reflected. In order to display the profits of planning requests more intuitively, we present the results in Figure 4 . It can be seen from the figure that the profits of GA and HGA are better than all construction heuristic algorithm and that the algorithm's income gap increases as the task size increases. In solving large-scale downlink scheduling problem, GA and HGA have better performance. In construction heuristic algorithm, the heuristic rule 4, i.e., the shorter data downlink duration Dur k priority rule has a better performance. This is related to scheduling tasks with shorter durations and leaving more residuals for other tasks.
After that, we calculate the average results of different algorithms for each task number and compare the overall performance of the algorithms. We compared the average number of completions of the downlink requests and the average percentage of request completion. The results are shown in Table 3 .
It can be seen from Table 3 that compared with GA and the construction heuristic algorithm, the proposed HGA can guarantee more downlink requests under large-scale task scenarios. When the scale rises to 300, there is still 92.3% of the average task completion rate, which can meet the needs of data downlink tasks well. To further analyze the number of tasks completed by the HGA and DSA, we show the average profit of different algorithms in Figure 5 and the average task completion ratio in Figure 6 .
The results of the different algorithms are shown in Figure 5 . In the case of different scenarios and different task sizes, the performance of the HGA is obviously better compared with the other four heuristic algorithms. In the heuristic algorithm, the performance of Criterion 4 is the best. As can be seen from the figure, the increase in average profit has been reduced with the same increasing speed. But the rate of decline is within the controllable range, which is what DSA does.
As can be seen from Figure 6 , the percentage of task requests that can be completed by the HGA declines due to task conflicts that grow rapidly as the number of tasks increases. Although the completion rate of the task as a whole showed a declining trend in the process of scale increase, it still maintains a task completion rate of more than 90%. Compared with the construction heuristic algorithms' Criterions 1-4, as the task scale increases, HGA's advantage in the completion rate of the task is gradually obvious. In the case of small-scale, Criterion 4 is also one of the algorithms that can be used as an alternative.
Through experimental analysis, the following conclusions can be made:
(1) The GA and the HGA are superior to the construction heuristic algorithm and have greatly improved the planning results. After the increase of the task scale, the advantages of the planning results of the HGA and GA are more obvious, and the gap between the algorithms and construction heuristic algorithm is increasing. Comparing HGA with GA, the task revenue and task completion rate have been further improved, which have played a role in improving the revenue and the completed number of task requests (2) In construction heuristic algorithm, Criterion 4, that is, the shorter duration of the data downlink, has a 3) The profit of the HGA is stable with the increase of the task scale. However, from the perspective of completing percentage, the task completion rate shows a downward trend as a whole, which is related to the increase of the task density after the increase of the task scale. The increase in mission density has exacerbated the competition of ground station visibility mask resources and also increased the conflict between tasks (4) The HGA and DSA can guarantee more than 90% completion rate of the task in our test instance, which can well meet the needs of the data downlink mission.
In the case of a small task scale, Criterion 4 in construction heuristic algorithm can also be one of the algorithms that can be selected
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied SSIDSP that contains regional targets. We give a description of the textual and mathematical form of the SSIDSP that contains the regional targets. For this problem, the difficulty of the problem has been greatly improved and increased in the planning process due to the simultaneous need of the profit of the task, the ground visibility mask, and other complicated constraints. According to the characteristics of the problem, we proposed a mathematical model that considers the time value of the task. Subsequently, we gave three algorithms for this problem, namely, construction heuristic algorithm, DSA, and HGA. We use four rules in construction heuristic algorithm. The DSA contains two heuristic rules, and it also contains two methods that are effective for problem solving. HGA is an improvement of GA. On the one hand, it considers the index of the importance of regional targets to judge whether to use heuristic rules; on the other hand, it designs a dedicated genetic algorithm flow.
To verify the validity of the proposed algorithms, we conducted small-scale, medium-scale, and large-scale experimental tests. Through experiments, it is verified that the HGA and DSA have higher planning profit and more number of task requests that can be completed compared to the GA and the construction heuristic algorithm. At the same time, the result also shows that as the number of tasks increases, the advantages of the HGA are more pronounced. In the construction heuristic algorithm, shorter data downlink task duration priority rule is better than that of other heuristic rule algorithms. In addition, with the increase in the size of the tasks, although the completion ratio of the schedule has decreased, the overall effect is still better, and it can be said that it is an effective solution to the scheduling problem of data downlink tasks that include regional targets.
The SSIDSP we studied belongs to the issue of a single satellite. In the future research, we can consider the issue of multisatellite mission planning. In addition, the situation that includes the problem of randomly reaching the task can also be considered. These tasks are emergency tasks, have higher task priorities, and need to be prioritized during data downlink. The addition of this kind of task will make the task constraints complicated, and it also needs to propose an algorithm that adapts to the emergency task to solve this problem.
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